Abstract
Introduction
In wireless networks, it is often necessary that all nodes have a consensus about the starting time of a time period, which means that the nodes have reached event synchronicity related to the beginning of the period. This could be needed for a few reasons. First, aligning the active periods of nodes, power may be saved by reducing the duty cycle. Second, time synchronicity is the prerequisite for time domain resource sharing and multiple access (TDMA). Third, by aligning transmissions, interference may be avoided e.g. in Frequency Division Multiple Access systems with Cyclic Prefix. Finally, nodes may want to synchronize in order to participate in collaborative transmission. All of these reasons for synchronicity may be pertinent in various networking settings ranging from cellular to meshed ad hoc and sensor networks.
In distributed systems, achieving event synchronicity is challenging due to large scale deployments, variability of topology and the lack of centralized control. Multiple synchronization methods have been proposed for distributed computer and wireless systems. The network time protocol (NTP) [1] is widely used in the internet. It is designed and optimized for fixed networks and is not well suited for wireless networks. In [2] NTP was adapted to wireless sensor networks, but the proposed scheme still exhibits the same loss in accuracy as the original NTP. Using the IEEE Precision Time Protocol is a possible remedy for the accuracy loss [3] , but the need for centrally controlled topology management persists. In IEEE 802.11, synchronization is achieved by linearizing the clock periodicity by sending 64-bit time stamps. The 802.11 synchronization protocol has inherent accuracy problems, which can be solved [4] . However, the energy cost from transmitting excessively long time stamps remains, which may be a problem for low-energy applications. Finally, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is a perennial candidate for synchronizing wireless networks. However, GPS needs line of sight to multiple satellites and is expensive in terms of energy consumption and cost of hardware. For ubiquitous wireless mesh networks, cheap hardware, low power consumption and amenability for indoor deployments are necessary. This calls for distributed over-the-air synchronization, where the network its timing, it considers the timing from its neighbors, and greedily selects a new timing for itself that minimizes the average timing distance to the neighbors, without taking its own original timing into account. If time is linearized so that it takes values not on a circle, but the real line, an algorithm minimizing the average timing distance to the neighbors can be proven to converge [16] . With periodic time, this is not the case. To improve convergence, it was proposed in [15] to complement greedy distance minimization by a possibility, now and then, to randomly select the timing of a neighbor.
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In average timing distance minimizing algorithms, the timing of a node may vary sharply before convergence. To avoid this, randomized average distance minimizing algorithms can be extended to have memory by considering the own timing with a weight. In [15] , it was observed that in a regular grid topology, the best randomized distance minimizing algorithm was based on minimizing the local Chordal 2-norm of the timing differences of the node with its neighbor. Here, we shall use this algorithm as an example of randomized average distance minimization. In addition, we shall consider, a pure Random Selection algorithm with memory, which performs surprisingly well in the random topology studied. Below, these two algorithms are reviewed shortly.
At each update, node i uses estimates of neighbor timings | ∈ and its own timing to constitute a timing set, and then solves for a new timing . In the timing set, each timing from a neighbor appears once, while the own timing is taken into account with a multiplicity characterized by a weight. For example, if the weight is 2, the timing set is | ∈ , , Random Selection: The node randomly selects the new timing from the timing set, which includes the timings from its neighbors and itself.
Randomized MinAveDist: At each update, with probability 0.7 select the new timing to minimize the Chordal 2-norm between the timing set and the new timing, and with probability 0.3 perform random selection, as specified above. When minimizing the Chordal 2-norm, node i solves for a new timing so that the local cost function = ∑ sin − /2 ∈ is minimized, with the sum taken over the elements in the timing set. This is a continuously differentiable function. It is minimized at
where the selection between ± depends on the values of . The simulations in the reminder of this paper are based on these two algorithms. We observe that Random Selection has better performance for very accurate synchronization with longer convergence time while Randomized MinAveDist gives faster rough synchronization.
Simulation results
In this section, we test the performance of Random Selection and Randomized MinAveDist in random topology. First we study how the memory weight affects the performance of the memoryless algorithms in [15] . Next, the effect of the connectivity properties of the system, which depend on the neighborhood radius, on synchronization performance is investigated. Finally, to address a time-varying wireless mesh network, we test a node addition scenario. This scenario shows how new nodes disturb a system that has already been synchronized.
Algorithms with memory
Here we investigate how increasing the weight, which decreases fluctuations in the synchronization process, affects performance. In the simulation, 100 nodes are randomly dropped in a 10×10 square, and a random topology with neighborhood radius 2 is generated. See Fig. 1 for the degree distribution. Each node has an identical frame period T, which is divided into 1000 time slots uniformly. In the beginning, each node in the system has a randomly selected timing from [1, 1000] , which means that the system is not synchronized. In the simulation, we use windows 1, 10, 50 and 100 to define the synchronization accuracy; win=1 means very accurate synchronization, where all the nodes in the system have the same timing. Table 1 illustrates the rate of synchronicity within different window sizes for these two algorithms, after 4000T updating times. For each algorithm with a specific weight, 100 network realizations are created. Table 2 gives the mean time to reach synchronicity within different window using Random Selection and Randomized MinAveDist with different weight. It should be pointed out that these numbers are calculated only from successfully synchronized realizations. According to these two tables, firstly, we observe that introducing memory using can improve the original algorithms. Secondly, it can be seen that, within 4000T updating time, Random Selection synchronizes the system quite well for all the windows, while the Randomized MinAveDist does not always reach very accurate synchronicity, i.e. win=1. Thirdly, although the Random Selection performs better performance with respect to rate of synchronicity, compared to Randomized MinAveDist, it needs more time to synchronize the system for bigger windows, such as win=10, 50 and 100. On the other hand, Randomized MinAveDist cannot globally synchronize the system very accurately, but it works quite fast for the rough synchronicity, i.e. bigger windows. Fourthly, Random Selection using weight 1 and Randomized MinAveDist using weight 2 seem the best choices for this topology. As a result, we pay more attention to these two algorithms in our later simulation results. 0  1  2  3  0  1  2  3  win=1  802T  730T  789T  982T  1623T  1455T  1308T  1526T  win=10  769T  729T  789T  982T  343T  338T  209T  406T  win=50  769T  669T  769T  972T  229T  246T  147T  378T  win=100  694T  586T  695T  922T  156T  136T  110T 205T Fig. 4 depicts the local and global performance for Random Selection using weight 1 and Randomized MinAveDist using weight 2. The local performance is illustrated by the mean Geodesic 1-norm time difference between a node and its neighbors; and the global performance is described by time spread of the network, where the Geodesic 1-norm time difference and time spread are explained in Section 2.3. For simplicity, we only use Random Selection and Randomized MinAveDist in the legend and omit the value of weight. From these two figures, it can be seen that the Random Selection with weight 1 is able to synchronize the system very accurately, while using a long time. However, although Randomized MinAveDist using weight 2 does not yield fine synchronicity, it decreases the local time difference between node and its neighbors very quickly.
The slow convergence towards fine synchronicity of Randomized MinAveDist is a consequence of the rounding in the quantization procedure when selecting the new timing by minimizing the average circular distance. When considering the synchronization accuracy win=1, quantization noise in Randomized MinAveDist equals the accuracy goal. For the subsequent simulations, we set the target of the synchronization for all algorithms to reach a time spread inside a window size win=10, which means 1% accuracy according to our setting. With this target, quantization noise does not dominate the 
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For the random ghbors. In this ghborhood rad ghbors with di he system beco The synchronization performance of Random Selection using weight 1 and Randomized MinAveDist using weight 2 has been evaluated with the network setting described in last subsection, but with variable neighborhood radius. The target of the synchronization is to get the time spread of the network smaller than 10 slots, i.e. 1% accuracy. Table 3 shows the mean time to reach synchronization for the different neighborhood radii. The two algorithms considered reach synchronicity (target win=10) within 4000T updating times in all network realizations simulated. From the table, it can be seen that as the number of neighbor increases, the system synchronizes more rapidly. The synchronization algorithms benefit from strong network connectivity. We can also observe that the Randomized MinAveDist algorithm is much faster than Random Selection. However, for different radii, the best performing weight is not always the same. To find which weight provides the best performance for Random Selection and Randomized MinAveDist with different neighborhood radii, we test weights 0, 1, 2 and 3 for all neighborhood radius values. The best weights are listed in Table 4 . It can be seen that as the network connectivity increases, the best weight decreases. The reason is that when the network is strongly connected, and each node has many neighbors, the timings average better; an individual neighbor has less effect on the new timing calculation. Consequently, there is less need to use memory to avoid fluctuations in the synchronization procedure. With a high connectivity, considering the own timing too much slows down the convergence of the system. 2  weight=1  weight=2  3  weight=1  weight=2  4  weight=1  weight=1  5  weight=0  weight=0  6 weight=0 weight=0
Robustness against node addition
Real world wireless mesh networks are likely to be dynamic. Nodes may join or leave at random times, for example due to low duty cycles used in order to save power, or due to new nodes added, or old nodes running out of battery.
Nodes leaving the network will not disturb a synchronized network, while joining nodes may make the system unstable. In this subsection, we study the robustness of our proposed algorithms against node addition. For firefly inspired algorithms, the whole system may be disturbed severely even by a single node addition, as even a small timing difference will drive the neighbors of the new node to change their timing, while these neighbors disturb their neighbors again, and so forth. In the worst case, one node joining the network may cause all the other nodes to react. The algorithms proposed here are more stable, a node addition rarely disturbs the whole system.
To understand the level of disturbance from node addition, we investigate the question how many nodes have to react to new comers. We consider the random topology with 100 nodes like above. 
